
  

Introducing Emirates Safe
Transporting valuable and vulnerable goods internationally can 
be a disconcerting prospect. If not handled correctly, expensive 
and sensitive items can become lost or damaged amongst the 
billions of tonnes of general cargo being air freighted every year. 

Emirates Safe is our customised product that makes your 
valuable and vulnerable cargo our priority. Over 25 years of 
experience in handling special cargo combined with 
cutting-edge equipment and facilities is consolidated into our 
two premium cargo security products, Emirates Valuable and 
Emirates Vulnerable, for the utmost peace of mind.

Secure transportation
     of valuable and
fragile possessions 



Security and 
protection guaranteed 

Emirates Safe

Our Emirates Valuable product
Independent Valuable checklist
Ground Handling Agents across our extensive network ensure 
that robust monitoring, security and handling procedures are in 
place during acceptance, storage, build-up and delivery of all 
valuable shipments. Security and processes closely monitored 
and reviewed by both Group Security and Emirates Standards 
and Procedures to mitigate any potential risks.

State-of-the-art transport containers
Valuable shipments are transported in state-of-the-art XYP 
boxes and steel-cased AKE containers for rapid and secure 
handling, loaded under the constant supervision of Transguard 
security personnel.

Tamper-proof seals
Tamper-proof seals are firmly attached to all Emirates Valuable 
cargo equipment for an extra layer of security. The seals are 
regularly checked at origin, destination and upon arrival.

Our Emirates Vulnerable product
Dedicated Transguard security personnel
Dedicated VUN security personnel in Dubai to oversee all joining, 
arriving and transiting VUN shipments – both on the ramp and in 
the warehouse during build up and breakdown, acceptance and 
delivery. CCTV cameras are installed in all areas at our Hub for 
constant digital security during transit.

Additional oversight given to declared VUN shipments across the 
network – ranging from secure storage, delivery time to aircraft 

before departure, ramp escort, supervisor and above handling 
during acceptance and delivery and loading / offloading priority.

24/7 surveillance
Security personnel monitor the build-up and breakdown process 
following the 4-eye principle. CCTV cameras are installed in all 
areas at our Hub for constant digital security during transit.

Advanced containers
XYP boxes and steel-cased AKEs with strengthened bases
available for extra protection.

Airport-to-airport airfreight
transportation 

AWB track and trace  

Standalone VAL Vault in Dubai used for 
joining, transit or arriving cargo

DXB Ramp oversight

Ramp Security escort and strong room 
network wide*

Outstation ramp security escort 

Stored in dedicated locations under  
CCTV  or high up in the PCHS

Security/senior operation oversight 
during build up, breakdown, acceptance 
and delivery

Emirates Safe features VulnerableValuable

To book a shipment, register your details at skycargo.com and 
follow the simple booking guidelines or visit your local 
SkyCargo office.
 
For 24-hour support, call +971 600 566 661 or email us at 
skycargodxb@emirates.com 

e Emirates SkyCargo advantage
Emirates SkyCargo solutions make the difference thanks            
to our cutting-edge, industry-leading cargo transportation 
support structure.
Our dual hub in Dubai comprises of DXB (Dubai International 
Airport) and DWC (Dubai World Central), the largest and most 
technologically advanced cargo handling facility in the world. 
Connected by our fleet of trucks and purpose-built highways, the 
cargo flow between DXB and DWC is seamlessly uninterrupted.
250 flights depart from Dubai every 24 hours, offering 
connections to destinations across our extensive global network.
Our Emirates Safe product delivers your precious cargo
in outstanding timeframes, offering protected priority handling
to deliver your shipment quickly and securely.

To find out more, visit skycargo.com/emiratessafe

*where a strong room/vault or security escort are not available, stations are NOT 
allowed to handle VAL without case by case risk assessments to be approved 
by both Emirates Group Security, Standards and Procedures and Service 
Delivery departments.

**can be arranged on request.


